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SUMMARY 

1.     Introduction 

In   the  last  twenty years   the  operating speed cf electrolytic  tinning  lines 

has  increased  from  speeds of 800   f.p.m.   to present  day  speeds  in  the  order of 

1,730 f.p.m.     In   the  earlier ETL's   strip was  pulled through  the processing sections 

by means   of a bridle  at  the  exit   end of the  line and often  conductor roils  and  sink 

rolls were  not  driver..     Ar, operating speeds  increased  it   became  necessary  to  drive 

the  sink  rolls  and  conductor rolls  and at   the  same  time   some  attention ¿as  paid  to 

the manner of  load  shading between   the various  drives  in  order tu  reduce  scratching 

and marking of the strip surface  and prevent excessively high strip tensions which 

lead to  more   frequent   strip breakages and consequent  down-time on the  line. 

*    This  is  a summary  of the paper issued under the same  title as IB/WG.14/14 

1/  The views and opinions expressed in this paper are  those of the author and do 
not necessarily reflect the views of the secretariat  of UNIDO.     The document 
is  presented as  submitted by  the  author,   without  re-editing. 
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An ETI, installed by Head Wrightson  in  I96I had drives  to sink and conductor 

rolls of 5 H.r.   corresponding to  a  line  speed of 1,500 f.p.m.    A  later  line 

installed in  I965 had  5 H.P.   drives  on  the  sink  rolls  and 7-    H.F'.   drives  on  the 

conductor rolls,   again  corresponding to  1,500  f.p.m.   line   speed,     finch   drives were 

consistent  with current  practice  and experience  at  that,  time.     These   i i nes were 

not  fitted with  tensiometers   for  direct   indication of strip  tension lut   during the 

commissioning period  The  Head  Wright son Machine  Company   took   the  opportunity   to 

record motor horsepower:"',   for various  line  operating conditions and it was  possible 

to make  a  fairly accurate  analysis   from  these  recorded horsepowers  of the  strip 

tensions  in  different   sections of  the  line.     The  results  showed  that  strip tensions 

could occasionally  rise  to  give high values of the order of  5,000 to  6.000 lbs. 

line  tension,  whereas   desired values of line  tension  are of  the  order of  ?,000 lbs., 

this  line  tension being considered adequate  to  maintain good   tracking of the  strip 

and adequate  positioning of  the  strip between   the  plating  anodes. 

Recent   lines  in   the  USA have  included an  intermediate  bridle  immediately 

after the plating section and before  the  reflow  section  in  order  to minimise 

strip tension within  the  reflow  section where  a high proportion of breakages 

occur.     These  recent   lines  also  include   tensiometers which  give a  direct   indica- 

tion of  strip  tension  and   these  show  that   strip   tensions   do   in  fact   fluctuate 

considerably  during accelerating  conditions  and  that   line   tensions   are   still  un- 

duly high  in certain  sections  of  the  line.     This  paper examines  resistance  to 

motion of strip in an  UT I,,   analyses   the  traction  required  on  conductor  rolls,   and 

examines  a preferred method of controlling the  output  torques  of the  drive motors 

to Conductor Rolls.     The most  significant  result  of this  investigation  is  to  show 

that the  carrent practice  of putting 10 II.P.   at   1,500  f.p.m.   drives onto  conductor 

rolls  is not  adequate  and that  15 H.P.   drives  are  recommended.     Use of tensio- 

meters to control   strip tension is  desirable. 

2.   Strip Drag in Process Tanks 

Viscous  drag in  tanks  consists of:- 

(a) Drag at the  squeegee or snubber rolls. 
(b) Viscous drag on immersed strip. 
(c) The squeegee  effect of stripping off the boundary layer 

of water moving on the  strip when it  contacts the sink 
roll. 
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Tests were  carried out  at  Head Wrightson  Research  and Development  Di vi non 

in  order to measure  drag on   strip.     Tests were  carried out   W1th   ímplate   ' ,,:  wide 

which was   pulled   around  a sink  roll   and   between  squeegee   rolls.      liquid   level   was 

varied  during  these   tests  and  also   strip   speed was  varied   up   tu   1/00   f.p.m.     '"lie 

difference   in  strip  tension   between   the   entry  and  the  exit   to   the  process   tank  was 

recorded  by  means  of   lensiometers ;   the   difference  in   strip   tension  benif equal   to 

the   drag on  the   strip.     Measurements   taken  during these  tests  were  analysed   and 

the   results  have   been  used  to  predict  strip drags  in   ..   typical   KT I,,   m  which 

maximum  strip width   is   taken   as   tH"  and   the   immersed   length  of  strip   from   liquid 

level   to   centre   line  or  sink   roll   is  7   feet.     Conductor roll   diameters  are   taken 

as   ?4",   sink  roll   diameters   are  taken  as   lo"  and  face  widths  are   taken  at  4oM. 

Table  I gives values  for strip drag at  various   line   speeds  up  to   1   '("a)  I'.p.m. 

As   a check with  measured   drags,   strip  drag was  calculated   theoretica1 l.y 

from   data  given   in  "Muid Dynamics   and  Heat Transfer"   (Knudsen-Kat:-.,   university 

of Michigan Press),   and   theoretical   results  agree well   with   the   measured values.. 

Measurements were  also   taken   of motor currents  on  an   K:l   and  the   total   tractive 

effort  of  the   drives was  equated   to  strip  drag owing   to viscosity,   friction   in 

bearings,   etc.,   as given  in   table   I;   agreement  was  satisfactory.      It  is  felt 

therefore   that   the  tractive   effort   required to  pull   strip  through  processing 

tanks  can  be assessed   quite   adequately   from the   figures  given   in   table   I. 

j.   Helper Prives 

Strip is   pulled  through a processing tank partly  by   the   tractive  effort 

applied by  the  bridle  at  the   exit   end to  the processing section  and partly  by  the 

helper drives on  conductor rolls  and sink  rolls.     If  there were  no helper drives, 

then  the  pulling  bridle would have  to exert  the whole  of  the  tractive  effort, 

required  and  strip tension  just  prior to   the pulling  bridle would  be very high. 

In  order to minimise  strip  tension  it  is  necessary  to  apply  sufficient   tractive 

tension it   is necessary  to  apply  sufficient  tractive   effort  by   the helper drives.. 

Operating  experience  on ETL's has   shown   that  sink rolls have poor contact with 

the   strip,   presumably   there  is a water  film between   the strip and  the  roll,   and 

so  sink rolls cannot  be  relied on  to apply any  significant   tractive effort  to  the 

strip.     The helper drives to  the  sink rolls are therefore  designed  to  overcome 
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friction   in   the  roll   bearingr.   and  roll   nur fan e   drag owing  to  visroiuty   only.     The 

tractive  effort  recruired  to  pull   ¡.trip through  a processing  f-uik  must   therefore 

be  applied   S y   the   cot,ductor  roll,   and   in  addition  to   overcoming   friction   m   roll 

bearings  and  scale,   etc.,   the   dri\es   tu  conductor rolle   m.u' +    tiro   overcome   the 

effect   of viscous   drag  on   the   strip,     .'n «l ber ''squeegee   roll;-  are   a:-ed   to   remove 

liquid   from   the  strip  to  prevent  carry-over and   to  ensure  good electrical   contact 

between   the   strip   and   the  conductor   roll.      '''he   resistance   to  motion  of   tne  snubber 

rolls   owing  to  bearing   friction  and   the  squeegee  effect   of  stripping  off   the 

boundary   layer oí' water movi rig with   the  strip han aleo   to  be  overcome   by   the  helper 

drive   to   the  conductor  roll. 

The   total   drag  due  to   bearing  friction  and viscous  e fleet H   i e   totalled   in 

table   I,   in  order   to   determine   the   tractive   effort  required   fron,   the  helper drive 

to  the  conductor  roll   at  varioue,  line  speeds.     The  required horsepower of  the 

helper drivée  ie  aleo  calculated and  the   recommended  size  of motor  in   terme  of 

horsepower  is also  given  allowing an  efficiency   factor of Mb."  to   take  account   of 

loss  ir gears,  etc. 

Figure one   isa graph  showing how   the  tractive  effort   from  the  conductor 

roll  helper drive  varies with  speed  and  the  strip width.     The  graph  also  contains 

a curve   showing the   required   horsepower  for   V>" wide   etrip and aleo  a  graph of  the 

rated  motor horsepower as. ami rig  that   a   10   I!.P.   motor at   1,'(X)  f.p.m.   is   used  and 

that   the  motor mine.  at.   a  constant   output   torque  over  the  whole  speed   range. 

It  will   be   seen   from table   I   and   figure   1   that   lit1   \\,]'.   is   required  lor 

line   speeds  of l,b00  f.p.m.   and  allowing an  efficiency   factor of 0..ub  means  that 

a 15 H.P.   motor will   be   required,  which  is  much higher than anything previously 

used   in  CTI 's. 

4. Method  of control   for helper drives   to  conductor rolls 

In  order to  prevent  build-up of r. „rip  tension  in  different,  parts  of the  ETI 

it  is  necessary  to  make  the helper drives  compensate  exactly   for the  drag on  the 

rolls  due   to  friction and viscosity.     It  has  been common practice   to  regulate  the 

helper drives  to  give constant   torque  throughout  the  speed range.     However table   I 

shows  clearly that  motor torqi.es on  conductor rolls  should be made  to vary  from 
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values  equivalent   to 87   lbs.   drag  to  ?H   Ihr,,   drag over  the   speed  ranges   to 

1,500  f.p.m.  when   W" wide  strip  is   being processed.     Htrip  iinf decreases with 

strip width   a;-   shown   in   figure   1   so   that   the  output   from   the  helper drives   should 

also  vary with  strip width  as well   as  speed. 

In  order  to  minimise   the  build-up   in  strip  tension  when   using a   «control 

system which  gives  constant   torque   throughout   the   speed   range   then   it   is   necessary 

to  choose  some  suitable   mean  value   of  strip  drag  over the   speed 'wi ith   range   for 

the   strip,   and   to   design   the  motor   to   suit.     At   presort   motors  are  ehosen   to  give 

full   compensation  at  about   1,000  f.p.m.   on   full   width   'inp!a4o.      "his   has   the 

effect   that   at   l,b00  f.p.m.   the motors   do  not   apply   sufficient   torque   and  viscous 

drag  on  the   strip  and  causes   a  build-up   in   tension  which   reaches  a  maximum  a4   the 

exit   section  of  the   line   just   before   the  pulling   i-ridle.     Oon-ersely  at   lower 

speeds   tnan   1,000  f.p.m.    the  motor   torque   is  excessive  and   tension   builds   up   in 

the  line  to   reach  a maximum  immediately  after  the  drag  bridle.     This  is   indicated 

in  figure  ?. 

Estimates  of the  actual  strip  tensions  to  be expected with  this  method of 

control are  derived as   follows:- 

Line   Tension at   1,500  f.p.m. 

Assume  the   line  is  fully  compensated  at  1,000  f.p.m. 

Assume  there  are   19 cleaning and plating tanks   in  the  line. 

At  1,500 f.p.m.,   Conductor Ho 11  Drag ?T]  lbs. 

Traction applied  by motor  (equivalent   to 
Conductor Roll   Drag at   1,000  f.p.m.) J_80 lbs. 

Excess Drag 97  lbs. 

Therefore  in  19  tanks   the  excess  drag totals 

19  x 97    =     1,850  lbs. 

If the minimum strip tension fox good tracking is 
1,500 lbs. in the entry section, the strip tension will 
build up to a value of 

1,500 + 1,850 =  3,350 lbs. 
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Line tension it  low  Hpced 

At   0   f.p.m.   ''oruiuntor Ho 1 1   I Tap 

' ra<~ t i^r,  applied   lv  motor 

Fi> prr    ' motion 

M-7   1 1 

1^0  It:-. 

i^/cr   )''   far '.c   trie   exoe¡-¡-   trv'tior:   provi'if1 1   !..    the 
nrntors   totalr   1 , "'0  ; • ;•. 

If  the   minimum   line   tra: 101   1 r.   1,'>00   Mr,   and   ex :er 
traction   1:;   1,T~'0   lbs;.   the.>    the   line   tension   1  .1 1 <ir;    ¿p   ' 
a   total   of   '-,.'''0   lì!',   ¡r     the   e: try   cectior    ; mii'p i 1 at elv 
after  the    i rig   tri ile. 

Kipure chow:-  how   1 i ne   ter:¡-io:.:-   vary with   rpeed. 

Other   factor.-  :• . 'h   ar   ''hanger   ; ri   c tup wiath   ¿1.  1   \u..-e   .aiviitioi.il   "iria- 

tioriB   in   rtrip   tenraoi    -   red^o tionr    1 -   widtn,   for   insta::--,,      a .i-e   re i:.< * ion:    1 r, 

i'.trip  drag. 

L).  Conductor  j-o 1 i   helper  drive!'  reç.litc :   by  t.onsuomou.n 

Huild-up  oï -.-trip   terciar;  ir   anie: anile   lecaurc  ot   the   nr*  of  brc:tK;i('c 

especially with   double   reduced  tinplute.        ho  re flow   r.ectior    of   the   line   appearr 

particularly   prone   •..>  ¡-trip   breikagor.      l-.f-ent  h\': ' r   have   ir •  1 sd^n   ir.  extra   bridle 

immediately   after-   trie  pitting  reetion   ir.<l   ¡ehre   the   refiow   :-t"-tior,   P   or-ier   to 

reduce   rtrip   tcriüior,:; within   the refiow   recnir..      1*    ir.  p .-:-1 i : »•   t.   i" : ,   ».   Huet ta- 

tionr   in  ¡-trip   tenrion   ¡y   reflating   the   helper  drive,    'o  t ne     orni,'tor   roll;-   ro 

that   they   Ialina    the   eifectr.   of ¡-trip    irag  ir,   each   prce: . 1 r g   tank,     "er.nometer 

rolle  are  alwayr   included   in  moden.   F"! ' "   in order  to   indicate   rtrip  ter.ni -rnr. 

'PheBe   teni'iomoter  roll::   can   alno be   u.;ed   to «or.trol   the  oàpa*   of   the conductor 

roll   helper  drive:-   an.',   there  helper    inver  would   he   regul'M '• •'.   ir,   rich  a  way   ar   to 

minimise   line   tenraon   fluctuation!',   under  all  :;peed/acceleri ; ìor   ''or.di ti orif'   l'or  the 

line.      i ori t ioni--   of   tents i orne ter rolli.;   numbers; T„,   Tìf   T     and      t   are   indicated   in 

figure  ? which  shows; a  line   including an   intermediate  brulle   between  the   plating 

and refiow sections. 
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Method of control   is as   follows: 

Signal  -.    from  teneiometer "'     could   ho   used to  monitor  hark   Wr y uu   applied 

ty  the  No.   /   »ridi-   and   thup  control   an-1  »Bn.tu-,   line   ti-.non ?     at   er. try   to   the 

-leaning  Fe-tio.a   V   rome   .ieri red  va , .e   appropriate  to   the  „nth and  r»..Ke  of  ;-trip 

k'Pinf  run.      I'l^nlr    '_   ana   \   weals   ¡r   -ompare-i   and  tnr   - u:.* ..-tor   rol,   helper 

driven  would   IT n.omtored  ar  a   ^. jp   t,   thf,   ,iriM,   .^tUe   .     _  ...     po   ^   ^   ^^ 

drives   tore .er uo.ld   ¡.p   "oi.tr-'. 1 led   •.<  pivf   "     - 

kept  constant   it.   the  •.  ; ean/pickle /pi 4! e  reotion 

i.e.   1 1 ne   t pr¡r . .1 wo; 

Ti .io   1,0, ic   cpeed controlled. 

'"em-i orne te re   co..] i  t»e  UBe.i   ir.  rni^-h   the   r,a*ie way   to  contro;    tcr.no-    „•   the 

reflow/c-rtur,]   tr^'n,>-t   section,      'ennometer 7    rituated   immediately   after   the 

intermediate   tn-Ue   *.o.     •  would   ido.ct   the   output   nt   l ridir  *;.i.   '    to   ,,-hiW  a 

predetermine i   line   tet,:-ion value V   ponti...   '    .      "he   rimai   différer .-e     
'• '4 

would   ne   „ced   to  m 0,1 tor   the helper   drive   r^>np   in   the   inflow   :-»,-t.i u,   io  achieve. 

arid   thus    limit    tere 1 or, van at 1 -tir   withir.   the   section ,1 minimum  va 1 ue   for 

between  Indie !,«'. 
'4 

arni 4 

"lie   advantage   of   teuciometer <-,,,,+ roi   are:- 

(a)   They automatically   compensate   tor .-hartes   in   ¡-trip  drap 
owinp  to   ¡-peed  variation*-. 

\b)   They co mpenc-a te   for  '-harder   m   ¡-trip   drap owiiy  t,.  width 
chancer . 

It   ir.   expected   that   harper  driver,   of   the  order  cf   1'    d.h.   at   1,','K)  f.p.m. 

will   be  applied  to   conductor roll?   on   future   K" "! ' r  and   that   tenricmeter control 

will   be   introduced.      IV   terusiometer  control   provee enti rei;,   ruccennfu 1,   then   the 

intermediate   bridle  now   being included between   the platinp and  re flow  i-.ection,   can 

be eliminated. 
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of   finí°ry I""1"'   llneS   haS    l»^e.,8ed   from   Ueds 
of   800    f. ,,.,„.      o   present   day    sp.eds    in   the   order   of 

K '.f    ".       In   the   earlier   EH',    strip   was   pil. , ,.,, 
through    the    processing   section,   by   mean«   of   ,,   bridle 
at    the    exit    end   of    the   l.ne   and   often   conductor    .„ila 
and   sink   roll»   were   not    driven.       «,„    obérât m*   speeds 
,n" -•»•*• ••«     •*     ••«•»*••    r1,c,,S„rv     f-.   drive    !>e    s i ri K    ,-.,11., 

r ;r;Tt:t";1
r,,,s ,n,i at the *,mí> <— — -«•«"^.>n 

dr,ves       m    order    t,,   reduce   ser.it eh in«   and   marking   ,,, 
the   strip    surface   and   prevent    excessively   high    strii, 
tension»   which    lead    to   more   frequent    strip   breakages 
and   consequent     b-wn-time   on   the    line, 

had   11 r 1v 1 • K 

pondi rij(    t o 
instai 1 ed    i 
and   7|   H   i 
ponding   t o 
consistent 
that    timo, 
for     ! ir et t 
e ommissi  , n : 
t.   K    t r       .-,; 
Vrtf   1 o-, J    .  H 

I    •     fi.l k .       ,1       I 

h"r <• cjiowfr * 
of the line 
c ou I d oc 1 a s 
of 5,000 t o 
value«« of i 
this line t 
good t rar k 1 
of    t h e    stri 

n    h H    installed   by   Head   Wrights,,.,    m    1  ,01 
ti'    -ink    and   conductor    rolls    of   -J   H.j.    corres_ 
,.    line   «.peed   of    1,500   f.p.m.       A   later    line 
n    1965   had   5   H.P.    drives    on   the   sink   rolls 

«Inves   on   the   conductor   rolls,   again   corres- 
1,500   f.p.m.    line   speed.      ^uch   drives   were 
with   current    practice   and   experience   at 

The«,e   line«,   were   not    fitted   with    t ens lomet ers 
indicati    n   ..I    strip   tension   but    durimi    the 
ng   period    The   Head   Wrights   rx   Machine   Company 
!     t'-nity    t ••   record   motor   horsepowers    f ,,r 

*    <-r "rating   conditions   and    it    was   possible 
•*«rlv    accurate   analysis    f r  ,m   these   r.-.-orded 

of   the    strip    tensions    in   different    sections 
r»,e   results    showed   that    strip   tensi    n* 

i«-rallv   rise    to   give   high    values   of    the   order 
b.OOn   lbs.    line    tension,    whereas     tesired 
ine   tension   are   of    the   order    of   J,'ino   lbs., 
ension   beina   considered   adequale    to   maintain 
ng    of    the    strip   and   adequate   positioning 
1     between    the   plating   anodes. 

Wecent    lines    in    the   USA   have    included   an 
intermediate    bridle    immed.atelv   „fter    the   plating   section 
and   before    the   reí low   section   m   order    to   minimise   strip 
tension   within   the   reflow   section   where   a   high   proportion 
of   breakages    occur These   recent    lines   .Uso   in-  1(Jde 
tensi    meters    which   give   a   direct    indicati    n   of   strip 
tenMon   and    these   show    that   strip   ten*i,ns   do   in    fact 
fluctuât,     considerably   during   accelerating   condition« 
and    that     Im.-    tensions   ^re   s'il!    unduiv   high    m   cert, in 
section*    „.      the   ime This   paper   examines   resist an**« 
'"   •••"•»»•-"    «»     «trip   in    an   ETL ,   analyses    the    traction 
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required on conductor rolls, and examines a preferred 
method of controlling the output torques of the drive 
motors to Conductor Rolls.  The most significant result 
of this investigation is to show th&t the current 
practice of putting 10 H.P. at 1,500 f.p.m. drives 
onto conductor rolls is not adequate and that 15 H.P. 
drives are recommended.  Use of tensiometers to control 
strip tension is desirable. 

Strip Drag in Process Tanks 

Viscous drag in tanks consists of : - 

(a) Drag at the squeegee or snubber rolls. 

(b) Viscous drag on immersed strip. 

(c) The squeegee effect of stripping off 
the boundary layer of water moving on 
the strip when it contacts the sink roll. 

Resea 
drag 
32" w 
squee 
tes ts 
The d 
the e 
t. e n 3 i 
equal 
dur in 
been 
in wh 
immer 
line 
are t 
and f 
for s 

Tests were carried out at Head Wrightson 
rch and Development Division in order to measure 
on strip-  Tests were carried out with tinplate 
ide which was pulled around a sink roll and between 
gee rolls.  Liquid level was varied during these 
and also strip speed was varied up to 1,6OO f.p.m. 
ifference in strip tension between the entry and 
xit to the process tank wa.s recorded by means of 
ometers; the difference in strip tension being 
to the drag on the strip.  Measurements taken 

g these tests were analysed and the results have 
U3ed to predict strip drags in a typical ETL , 
ich maximum strip width is taken as 38" and the 
sed length of strip from liquid level to centre 
of sink roll is 7 feet.  Conductor roll diameters 
aken as 2'»", sink roll diameters are taken as l8" 
ace widths are taken at 46".  Table I gives values 
trip drag at various line speeds up to 1,750 f.p.m. 

As 
was calculât 
Dynamics and 
of Michigan 
with the mea 
of motor cur 
effort of th 
to viscosity 
table I; agr 
that the tra 
processing t 
the figures 

a check wi 
ed theoreti 
Heat Trans 

Press,) and 
sured value 
rents on an 
e drives wa 
, friction 
eement was 
ctive effor 
anks can be 
given in ta 

th measured drags, strip drag 
cally from data given in "Fluid 
fer" (Knudsen-Katz, University 
theoretical results agree well 

s.  Measurements were also taken 
ETL and the total tractive 

s equated to strip drag owing 
in bearings, etc., as given in 
satisfactory.  It is felt therefore 
t required to pull strip through 
assessed quite adequately from 

ble I. 
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mrtW   K- Ï Pulled    through   a   processing    tank 
partly    h,     the    tractive   effort    applied   by    the    hrMIe 
*t      >,e    Pxjt    end    to   the   processing   section    ,nd    partly 
?>   ' l"!|,<>r    drives   on   conductor   rolls   and   sink   roll. 

f   i/'"    WOrP    n°   hel'">r   *i»ive-,     then    ,he    pulling    :)ri(11e 
would   hav,    to    exe.t    the   W|.„,n    of     the    active    effort 
required    .,„-1    strip    !fn,i!)n    just    prior    to    (he    pull,• 
bridle   H    o 1.1    he   verv   high. ¡P    „.   .„..    , llir,K . "*.«."• in    or .let     to   minimise    striti 
tension    ni,    neltss.ìry    to    .,pply    s,,,',»,!,.     tr.tcUv, 
effort    by    the    helper   drives OpPratin,    ex.enerue   on 
LTL    s   has    shown    'hat    .ink    roll«    have   poor   contât    with 
the   strip       pvesw..n.,t,ly    th.-re     ,,    a    water   f,ln,    between   the 
strip   and    the    ruil,    and    so    sink    rolls   cannot     he    relied 
on   to   ..pply    any   significant    tractive   effort    t <•,      u0   str>i> 
rhe   helper   drives   to    the   sink    rolls   are   t'erefore   ^sirned 
to   overcome   friction    in   the    roll    hearings   and   roll    surface 
drag   owiny    to   viscosity   only.        Di,    tractive    effot   required 
to   pull    s Tip    through   a   processing   ta..k   must     therefore 
be   applied   by    the   condoctor    roll,    and   in   addition   to 
overcoming   friction   in   roll     hearings   and   seals       etc 
the   drives    to   conductor    r   dis   must    also   overcome    rhe* 
effect   of   viscous   drag   on      he   strip.      onuhber/squeegee 
rolls   are   used    to   remove   1     , ,id   from   the   strip   to   prevent 
carry-over   and    to   ensure   goo«!   electrical   contact   between 
the   strip   and    the   endue tor   roll.       The   resistance   to 
motion   of    the    snul.bor   roils    owin«    to   bearinc    friction 
and    th-     sTltl^(,   effect   of   stripping   off   the    boundary 
luvet     .        water    moving   with    the    strip  has   also    to   be 
overcome    by    the   helper   drive    to    the   conductor    roll. 

The    total    drag   due    to   bearing   friction   and 
viscous   effects    is   totalled   in    table   I,    in   order   to 
determine    the    tractive   effort   required   from      he   helper 
drive   to   the   conductor   roll    at    various   line   speeds. 
The   required   horsepower   of    the   helper   drives    is   also 
calculated   and   the   reconraended   size   of  motor    in   terms 
of  horsepower    is   also   given   allowing  an   efficiency   factor 
of   05%   to   take   account   of   loss    in   gears,   etc. 

Figure   one   is   a   graph   showing   how   the   tractive 
effort   from   the   conductor   roll    heJper   drive   varies  with 
speed   and   the   strip  width.      The   graph   also   contains   a 
curve   showing   the   required   horsepower   for   38"   wide   sti ip 
and   also   a   gruph   of   the   rated   motor  horsepower   assuming 
that   a   10   H„F..   motor   at   1,500   f. p. m.   is   used   and   that 
the   motor   runs   at   a   constant   output   torque   over   the 
whole   speed   range. 
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It   will    be    seen   from   table   I   and   figure   ] 
that   12¿   H.P,    is   required   for   line   speeds   of   1,500 
f-p.m.    and   allowing   an   efficiency   factor   of   0.8e?   means 
that    a   15   HI       motor    will    be   required,    which    is   much 
higher    than   anything;    previously   used    in   ¡/XL's. 

*t.      Method   of   Control    for    Helper   Drives    to   Conductor   Rolla 

In   order    to    prevent   huil  1   up   of    strip   tension 
in   different   parts    of    the   KT!,   it    is   necessary   to   make 
the   helper   drives   compensate   exactly    for    the   drag   on 
the    rolls   due   to   friction   and   viscosity.       It   has   been 
common   practice    to   regulate   the   helper   drives    to   give 
constant    torque    throughout    the   speed    ranue.       However 
table    I   .shows   clearly    that   motor   torques   on   conductor 
rolls    should   he   made    to   vary   from   values    equivalent    to 
8?    lbs       drag   to   27?    lbs.    drag   over    the    s|-ed   ranges    to 
l,500   f    p   m      when    3o"    wide   strip   is   be in*    processed. 
Strip   drag   decreases    with   strip   width    as   shown    in   figure 
1    so    that    the   output    from   the   helper   drives    should   also 
vary   with    strip   width    as   well    as   speed. 

In   order    to   minimise   the   build   up   in   strip 
tension   when   using   a    control    system   which   gives   constant 
torque    throughout    the    speed   range   then   it    is   necessary 
to   choose   some   suitable   mean   value   of   strip   drag   over 
the   speed/width   range    for    the   strip,    and    to   design 
the   motor    to   suit At    present   motors   are   chosen"to 
give    full    compensation   at    about    I.0OO   f.p.m.    on   full 
width    tinplate This    has    the   effect    that    at    1 , 300   f.p 
the   motors   do   not    apply    sufficient    torque   and   viscous 
drag    on    the   strip   and    causes    i   build   up    in    tension   which 
reaches)   a   maximum   at     the   exit   section    of     the   line   just 
before    the   pulling   bridle        Conversely   at     lower   speeds 
than    1,000   f.p   m.    the   motor   torque    is   excessive   and 
tension   builds   up   in    the   line   to   reach   a   maximum 
immediately   after    the    drag   bridle.       This    in    indicated 
in   figure   2 

m. 

Estimates    of   the   actual    «trip   tensions    to 
be   expected   with   this   method   of   control   are   derived  as 
fol lows ? - 

Line   Tension   at   1.500   f.p.m. 

Assume   the   line   is   fully   oompwnsated   at 
1,000   f.p.m. 

Assume    there   are   t9   cleaning   and   platin« 
tanks   in   the    line. 
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speed. 

At    1,500   f.p.m.,    Conductor   Roll 
Drag 

Traction applied by motor 
(equivalent to Conductor Roll 
Drag at 1,000 f.p.m.) 

277 lbs. 

l80 lbs. 

97 lbs. Excess Drag 

Therefore in 19 tanks the excess drag totals 

19 x 97  -  1 ,850 lbs. 

If the minimum stnp tension for good 
tracking is 1,500 lbs. in the entry section 
the strip tension will build up to a vai. e of 

1,500 • 1,850  -  3,350 lbs. 

Line Tension at Low Speed 

At 0 f.p.m. Conductor Roll Drag      87 lbs. 

Traction applied oy motor 180 lbs. 

Excess Traction   93 lbs. 

Over 19 tanks the excess traction provided 
by the motors totals 1,770 lbs. 

If the minimum line tension is 1,500 lbs. 
and excess traction is 1,770 lbs. then the 
line tension builds up to a total of 3,270 lbs. 
in the entry section immediately after the 
drag bridle. 

Figure 2 shows how line tensions vary with 

Other factors such as changes in strip width 
also cause additional variations in strip tension - 
reductions in width, for instance, cause reductions 
in strip drag. 

5-  Conductor Roll Helper Drives Regulated by Tensiometers 

Build up of strip tension is undesirable 
because of the risk of breakage especially with double 
reduced tinplate.  The reflow section of the line appears 
particularly prone to strip breakages.  Recent ETL•s 
have included an extra bridle immediately after the 
plating section and before the reflow section in order 
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to reduce stri 
It is possible 
by regula t ing 
so that they b 
processing tan 
in modern ETI, ' 
These tens iome 
output of the 
helper drives 
minimise line 
acceleration c 
tensiometer ro 
in figure 2 wh 
bridle between 

p tensions within the r 
to reduce fluctuations 

the helper drives to th 
alance the effects of s 
k.  Tens i omet or rolls a 
s in order to indicate 
ter rolls can also he u 
conductor roll helper d 
ould be regulated in s 

tension fluctuations un 
onditions for the line. 
lis numbers To, Tt, T/^ 
ich shows a line ine lud 
the plating and reflow 

eflow section. 
in strip tension 

e conductor rolls 
trip drag in each 
re always included 
strip tem.-ions, 
sed to co.itrol the 
rives and these 
uch a way as to 
«1er all speed/ 

Pos i t ions of 
and Tcj are indicated 
ing an intermediate 
sec ti ons. 

Method   of   control    is   as   fol lows:- 

Signal    T2   from   tensiometer   T-¿   could   be   used 
to   monitor   back   tension   applied   by   the   No;    2   bridle 
and   thus   control   and   maintain   line   tension   T2   at   entry 
to   the   cleaning   section   at   some   desired   value   appropriate 
to   the   width   and   gauge   of   strip   being   run.      Signals   T3 
and   T2   would   be   compared   and   the   conductor   roll    helper 
drives   would   be   monitored   as   a   group   by   the   signal    value 
T3   -   1*2   so   that   the   helper   drives   torques   would   be 
controlled   to   give   T3   -   T2   =   0,    i.e.    line   tension   would 
be   kept   constant    in   the   clean/pickle/plate   section. 

Uridle   No.    3   is   speed   controlled. 

Tens 
way to control 
sec tion.      Tens 
the in termed ia 
of bri die   N <• > „ 
va 1 vie a t   pos i t 
wou Id be   used 
refiow sec t i on 
and th us      1 imi 
bet ween   bridle 

iometers co 
tension in 

i orne ter T/t 
te bridle N 
5 to achiev 
ion T/j . Th 
to   moni tor 
to   achieve 

t   tension   v 
Nos.   3   a n c l 

uld   be   used   in   much   the   same 
the   reflow/chemical    treatment 

situated   immediately   after 
o o    3   would   adjust   the   output 
e   a   predetermined   line   tension 
e   signal   difference   Ter    -   T^ 
the   helper   drive   group   m   the 

a   minimum  value   for   T5   -   Tij 
ariations   within   the   section 

The   advantages   of   tensiometer   control   are :- 

(a) They   automatically   compensate   fcr   changes 
in   strip   drag   owing   to   speed   variations. 

(b) They   compensate   for   changes   in   strip 
drag   owing   to   width   changes. 

It   is   expected   that   larger   drives,   of   the   order 
P.   at   1,500   f.p.m.,   will   be   applied   to   conductor 

ETL's   and   that   tensiometer   control   will   be 
tensiometer   control   proves   entirely 

successful,    then   the   intermediale   bridle   now   being   included 
between   the   plating   and   reflow   section,   can   be   eliminated. 

of 15 H 
rolls on future 
introduced.  If 
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Line   Speed 

a) Strip   Drag 
(lV-O"  x   38") 

b) Sink Roll and 
Squeegee Drag 
on  Strip 

c) Conductor   Roll 
Bearing  Friction 
Drag* 

d) Snubber Roll 
Bearing Friction 
Drag** 

0 

Total Drag 

HP 

0 

0 

kO 

k7 

(Roll Drag x \ 
Line Speed ) 
33,000    J 

87 

(Roll Drag x  \ 
Line Speed  I 
33,000 x O085J 

0 

0 

500 

15 

15 

ko 

k7 

117 

1.8 

2.1 

1 ,000 

56 

37 

ko 

kl 

180 

5.5 

6.5 

1,500 

120 

70 

ko 

k7 

277 

12.6 

14.8 

1,750 

156 

86 

ko 

k7 

329 

f.p.m. 

(lbs.) 

(lbs.) 

(lbs.) 

(lbs.) 

(lbs.) 

7.5 

20.5 

H.P, 

H.P 

Baaed on 1,500 lb», atrip tenaion; weight of roll 3,000 lba.; 
bearing friction f. m   .02; and bearing diameter > $ x roll 

diameter. 

Baaed on Snubber Roll pressure 75 lb/in and A*- > .02 
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Figure 1 

œNDUCTOR ROLL   HP./ DRAG 
( FOR  STRIP    38".    32\    * 2G*   WIDE ) 9:üT 

CL tí) 
h; -J 

4-00 

300 

500 1000 

20C 

lOO 

I500      LINE SPEED 
(F. P.M.) 
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